This article aims at promoting sustained character building through literature especially for college students in Indonesia. Till present, the character building has been restricted to the embedment of good virtues to children and adolescents. 
Introduction
Since the last decades, character building and character education have been regaining its popularity all over the world. Violence at schools, mass fighting, disrespect, general lack of manners, and bullying have grown and been easily seen in our daily life and shown through mass media all over the world. Parents blamed on the schools and educators for violating the principle of education pursuing only their own material benefits; educators believed it could be resulted from a lack of values being taught at home. As observed by Lickona many adverse social changes have occurred in these areas: (a) the retreat of educators from their roles as character education instruction; (b) the breakdown of many families; (c) the lack of religious upbringing. Likewise, contributing to the problem are the unsuitable peer culture influences through television, advertising and internet. 1 Resulting industrialization from which arises technological advancement there emerges the shifting of values in societies and families as well, providing availability of choices which may be different from the ones they used to be familiar. There are many things that could ruin the embedded values outside of the walls of families and schools. While distinguishing one another, character itself is subject to change influenced by physical and social environment. Castells points out that the kinds of disorientation brought on the presence of the 'cyber world' in form of pornography, abusive messages, insults, strange cultures, etc. pose the most serious challenge to moral education, regardless of its sites of application.
2 Similarly Damon, asserts the emergence of information communication technology with a plethora of information and ideas being disseminated instantly has altered the educational landscape of 1 T. Lickona, 1991 Education, Vol. 6 No. 2, 2008, pp. 63-80 ; Muhammad Ayoob Sheikh and Zareen Abbassi, "Educational Approach to Character Building: A Paradigm Shift", Journal of Management and Social Sciences, Vol. 3 No. 2, Fall 2007, pp. 105-119. 2 M. Castells, 1999, Flows, Networks, and Identities: a Critical Theory of the informational Society, New York: Oxford University Press. the world and challenged the conventional approach to moral education. 3 It willl be advisable therefore not to stop the embedment directly after they accomplish their study at the elementary and intermediate grades. It needs to maintain the embedded values and sustained character building is a must. The reinforcement of embedded values remains needed to do for college students before they really engage in society even in fact it is needed all life long. This paper, proposes the sustained character building for college students by means of literature. It aims particularly at exploring the reasons why literature could still serve as one of the effective media to establish sustained character building for college students, without ignoring the facts that they are relativelly more mature than those who are at junior and high schools and that they major in various disciplines. It will also explore what instructional strategies are appropriate to do so.
Theoretical Frameworks
Character building has been inviting the great concern for all in most countries. Seminars, conferences and summits on character building and character education have taken place anywhere regionally, nationally and even internationally with their own interest and emphasis. It has also been attracting lots of researchers to give their thoughts on the issue.
There are at least three enduring facts on the issue. First, character building is commonly identical to the embedment of certain core values perceived to be the basis of good character especially for children and adolescents. The core values may be principally the same around the world but the priority may vary in each country. There is some slight variation among researchers as to which specific traits constitute an ideal character education program. Lickona proposes responsibility, respect, tolerance, 3 W. Damon (ed) emanate. Based on values derived from Pancasila, the five principles covering Belief in the One Supreme God, Humanity, Unity, Democracy and Social Justice, Indonesia decided 18 values to be prioritized as the objectives of Character Education for all strata of education. They are: religiousness, honesty, toleration, discipline, hard work, creativity, independence, democracy, curiosity, nationalism, patriotism, achievement oriented, friendship/communication, peacefulness, keen of reading, environmentally savvy, social care and responsibility.
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Second, there has been an enduring conviction that character building should be started at the young age and that if the embedment of the core values is done when a person is still young, it will last forever. Accordingly the ma-4 T. Lickona, op.cit. 10 Schools with successful character education programs reported less absenteeism, fewer discipline problems, decreased referrals for misbehavior, a lower dropout rate, and higher performance scores on standardized achievement tests.
11 Schools have an important role to play in the development of children's social and emotional growth. Educators must find ways to infuse the curriculum with character building.
12 By societal demand and throughout history it is believed that character education needs to be consciously taught in public schools to intentionally shape student's core values throughout the existing curriculum.
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However parents' guidance is still needed. Parents and teachers are encouraged to go hand in hand as the main determining educators for their children and pupils.
14 In this respect, The Government of Indonesia puts character building as one of the main priorities in National Development. In Buku Induk Kebijakan Nasional Pembangunan Karakter Bangsa 2010 -2025 The promotion of character education at schools can occur in a variety of ways. Some make use of literature as one of the media. Literature is deemed to play a significant role in our lives and character development. In fact, literature has been regarded as one of the most effective media to embed such values in children's mind. 16 Alamerica 17 observes good literature with character development themes has the power to develop, shape, and reinforce dispositions essential for instilling in students important core ethical values. Creating character themed lessons that combine high quality appropriate children's literature with effective literacy instruction can be a daunting task. Teachers therefore are faced with the dilemma of finding books that will do double duty in teaching both character and literacy concepts. Fortunately The US Government and community have been providing great number of books designated to support character building for children and adolescents. However, he recognizes that the development of the character education program is still in progress. It has not been really worked yet in other countries, including in Indonesia.
The Effectiveness of Literature
Literature has been used over countless years to entertain, inform, engage, and evoke thought in the classroom. It has also been used by parents to internalize some core values to their young children before and after the coming of public schools. Children are believed to take after the given models. To provide much more intended examples, parents used to utilize children's stories to be the sources of the intended examples. Teachers do the same. Wei (1999) wrote that literature can also be used to help students deal with issues or problems they will inevitably encounter as they mature and grow. Topics such as dealing with grief, responding to bullying, overcoming fears, developing positive relationships, and understanding and appreciating differences are mostly found in children's stories. Similarly Fitz Simons asserts a role for literature in cultivating character strength. She argues that by cleverly capitalizing on the existing skills of regular classroom teachers all schools, regardless of their human and financial resources, location or demography, can begin embedding principles of positive psychology.
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In Malaysia literature is meant to be enjoyed, as literature can be employed as a tool to promote literacy and proficiency in the language. It assists students to deal with social, cultural, and racial problems. The CDC of Malay-sia Ministry of Education (2006) and evoke one's feelings on issues related to life. Second, the learning allows children to learn new ideas and gain new knowledge such as cultural traditions, values, and real life issues. This will allow children to develop respect for themselves and others, and will encourage them to become aware of their audience. Third, the language gains would help children to develop an awareness of how language works in communication; to develop an understanding of the meaning of words; to allow them to experience new way of using language that bridges the gap between written and spoken language and to allow them to experience in the form of narratives.
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A nonprofit organization of Literature for All of Us in Chicago and Evanston was established in 1996. It has been helping young people realize their strengths through literature as well as engaging them in reading groups where they get the opportunity to discuss poetry and literature. They use an innovative book group model to build communities of readers, writers and critical thinkers in underserved communities. They use reading, writing, and discussion to explore their strengths and share their ideas, while experiencing a sense of accomplishment, self-esteem and hope. Their famous slogan is "We open worlds by opening books!" (http:// www.literatureforallofu). Literature is still effective to maintain and reinforce the embedded values for college students from different disciplines due to its natural characteristic, its wide spectrum, and its dynamically broaden functions; and the choice of particular literary theory.
Natural Characteristics of Literature
Despite the acknowledgment of its essential role in transmitting important core values useful for the formation of good character, literature is still underestimated and perceived to be created without any seriuos purpose. Kooistra is a purpose in the creation of literary works, the aim of the writers is fundamentally the same. They try to amuse their readers by means of fictitious story. Entertaining becomes the marking characteristic of literature. 20 This may be true especially for those catagorized to what so-called popular literature. This characteristics, however turns out to be of significance in dealing with its role as the medium of the reinforcement of embedded values for college students. Works of literature serve as a pleasant and momentary escape from the boringness and burden of study. The provision of "light" works while containing the given serious challenging issues would not be perceived as a serious duty. The reinforcement of embedded core values would run more pleasantly because even if they are aware of the purpose they would not feel to be nurtured by the instructors.It is the works which teach and educate them and it would not hurt their ego.
Literature is always up-to-date. Horton and Edwards 21 state that "literature tends to reflect the dominant tendencies of its era and to grow out of the moral, social, and intellectual ferment impinging upon the sensibilities of literary men. "Accordingly, it always changes in accordance with the era.The themes presented are always in accordance with the development of the era and the condition of the society at the time. Themes of cybercrimes, for instance would not be found in the works written before the invention of internet. The lives of the queers would not be explicitly seen in the works written before 1970s. This characteristics makes it possible for works of literature to provide various topical materials of the given values which have been embedding since they were young. It will attract the dynamic discussion amongst advanced grade students because the values presented in the works written in one era may be different from those of other era, the recent era may not have values the sa-20 J. Kooistra and J.H. Schutt, 1937 me as the embedded ones obtained while they were still young. This will encourage them to compare and find out the reasons of possibly differences and thus developing their care and sharpening their ability to make right decision.
Literature is universal. The universality of its appeal at any given time and the biding character of the appeal, at its highest, is not only for succeeding ages but for succeeding civilization. 22 Universal major themes such as love, responsibility, respect and honesty will be found in works of literature from all over the world. The difference lies on the concept resulted from concensus among the members.The universal nature of literature provides much more possibilities to make use of literary works from any countries. If they could not find the appropriate works containing the intended values, they may make use of literary works from other countries even the translated ones. In this respect, there is a great possibility for Indonesia to take this chance as there are abundant number of translated literary works in amost all book stores in Indonesia. College students are relativelly mature enaugh not to be easily influenced. The taking of works from other countries containing the same issues will encourage them to do comparison of the concept of the given values without feeling afraid of being contaminated as well as intimidated by foreign values; and thus enriching, widening and reinforcing their own character.
Literature has evolved and is still evolving. 23 Nowadays hypertext fictions can be separated into three categories, which reflect the varying degrees of control the reader has over the narrative. The first type is very similar to the format found in traditional linear literature, in which the reader has very limited control over the narrative, with all readers reaching the same conclusion of the story. The second type of hypertext fiction enables the reader to contribute to the text and save their contributions for later viewing. The features of this type of hypertext allow the opportunity for more storylines to be explored. The third category consists of ongoing stories with many authors contributing to the narrative. "With this format, the readers are even more empowered to contribute to the story at any time. The contribution may be temporary, or it may become a permanent part of the story". Therefore, such stories are perpetually evolving and defy all typical literary conventions.
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The last type would be challenging for college students. The nature of writing and reading any digital text encourages freedom of thought and does not demand that any particular conventions be followed at any point of either the reading or writing process. 26 When digital texts are presented in the form of collaborative hyper fictions, there is no singular author but rather an unlimited number of con- Ibid, p. 6 tributing authors. In this way, the notions of individuality surrounding the authorship of printed texts are discarded in favor of a more communal approach to authorship and creative property. Involving in this type of fictions will remind the students of communal sense and at the same time strengthens their creativity value.
The Wide Spectrum of Literature
Literature grasps the whole aspect of life. It does not limit itself to certain fields. The material of literature may come from the imagination of the authors but undoubtedly it derives from their physical interaction with society or at least from their observation of their physical surrounding and social environment. Mimetic theories of literature show that literature is regarded not only as the reflection of the universe but also as a lamp which will enlighten the readers. 27 Michael Zeraffe (1973) asserts that there is an interrelationship among works of art, society and history. The form and the content of the novel derive more closely from social phenomenon, and they seem to bound up with particular moments in the history of the society. Furthermore he asserts that the novel is directly concerned with the nature of the situation in history; and with the direction confronts us openly with the issue of the meaning and value of our ineluctable historical and social condition. Meanwhile Horton and Edwards state that literature tend to reflect the dominant tendencies of its era and to grow out of the moral, social, and intellectual ferment impinging upon the sensibilities of literary men. 28 Novelists, according to Nelson Mandred Blake "witness to history." He argues that conventional document like reports, speeches, treaties, proclamation, orders, messages and statues are not enough. "To be able to get through understanding of our history we need to rely upon 27 MH. Abrams, 1958 29 All leads to the idea of connecting literature to other fields of studies.
Infact, literature contains various issues from various fields that it invites and encouages interdisciplinary approach. Literature has been connected to other fields. Albee asserts that all arts are inevitable interpretations of life and as interpretations they are of equal importance. Literature, again, is not a collection of more or less naive theories of life, which it is the business of the philosopher to dissect and then put together again in terms of his own technical system; it is the most direct, the most inevitable, the most vital interpretation of life itself. Albee further explains that the potential immortality of the very greatest works of literature rests upon anything but a material basis; it is due to the fact that they seem likely to make a more lasting appeal than anything else whatever to what is most fundamental in that mysterious complex which we call human nature.
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Law has been in Literature for ages but it was not until the first half of the twentieth century that scholars in Western countries began to explore it more seriously. Literature and Law movement comes into being as the response of the isolation of law from other disciplines and the idea of humanizing law to have optimal function for the betterment of social order. In its early stages, the movement focused strictlyon the law inliterature; however, beginning in the late 1970s the law as literature perspective began to gain its popularity. The law in literaturemovementis the study of representations of thelegal order in fiction usually novels and plays. Similarly religion has been in literature for a long time, but it was not until the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries that people began to get more interested in connecting them. It is triggered by the great concern from both sides of the greater impact of secularization. Toroczkai & Preda pointed out that T.S. Eliot has emphasized the need to analyze a work of fiction not only linguistically but also ethically and religiously. "Even the novel that does not directly concern religious themes concerns relevant theological motifs and, therefore, the analysis of the great works of the world literature must become a part of the theology today".
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The wide spectrum of literature makes it possible to provide various topics of discussion in accordance to the discipline of the students. Students of Law and Psychology may make use of the works of John Grisham which mostly deal with the crimes and the ethics of lawyers. Historical literature may be used by student of politics and history; scientific literature may be used by students of science, and theology. In fact, a single work of literature sometimes can be discussed by students from various disciplines.
The Dynamic Function of Literature
The function of literature develops dynamically. It does not go stright but move upwards and backwards depending on the era and the interests of the creators, the users and often those who arein power.
33 Principally literature has two main functions: to give pleasure and provide a means to an end, to get things done. The implementations of the second function vary depending on the given perspectives. Chiariello there has been a range of research that literature affects our psychology and shapes three most fundamental social functions:
(1) literature is simply to create a reference point for discussions, (2) literature helps us relate to others in an I-You relationship as well as more accurately interpret others' mental states, (2) literature often gives us keen insights into another's world, allowing us to get brief glimpses through unfamiliar eyes. These functions offer the students with manifold opportunities for raising awareness of difference and for developing tolerance and understanding.
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The referential function might be accepted passively because referring to Kuenzli literature supports, restates and reinforces the dominant cultural system and its values. It might be used as the justification of what they have already had or believed. In fact this is the main reason of using lierature as a means to build the character of children and adolescentsin many countries.The norm-fulfilling function of literature encourages the product of "good literature" which is mostly deemed to be appropriate for such effort.
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The referential function might invite active debate because despite its norm-fulfilling function, literature has norm-breaking functions. 36 Literature sometimes contains values that violate and break the familiar social norms and codes. At best it helps develop other virtues and broaden the reader's mind because it opens windows to challenging values different from their own. In other words it will provide rich sources for comparison. At worst instead of reinforcing the embedded values, it will make the reader confused and weaken the embedded values. This may be true for children and adolescents. But it would be challenging for college students. It is advisable, therefore, that the given literary works containing, elaborating and particularly questioning or challenging the T. Hariyanti, loc.cit. 36 Ibid.
given embedded values are taken to be the source. In Indonesia, Bellenggu (1953) by Armyn Pane, LayarTerkembang (1937 by Sutan Takdir Alisyahbana, and Atheis (1949) by Akhdiat K. Mihardja could be used tochallenge the decison making in the value of traditionalism vs. modernisn.
The ideological and political function of Literature are seen in its utilization by those who are in power. Canonization is one of examples of such functions. Historically in nineteenth century England, literature emerged as an extremely important idea, a special kind of writing charged with several functions. Made a subject of the British Empire was charged with giving the natives an appreciation of the greatness of England and engaging the ungrategul participants in a historic civilizing enterprise the earlier period of English literature. Similarly at the Early National Period, American and Indonesian literature were used to encourage and strengthen a sense of the importance of republican institution and to reflect the desire for national literature.
Similarly as observed by Pujiharto in the era of Balai Pustaka, Indonesian literature was directed to fulfill the interest of the Dutch Colonial to keep maintaining their power over their colony:
The Dutch colonial government made a very systematic effort by creating a certain discourse in the course of exaggerating and glorifying colonial culture and even the colonization practice that they had done. They exploited literary works created by natives by turning them in such ways that the story line went in the direction they wanted.
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Pujiharto also pointed out that contemporary research studies done by researchers of Indonesian literature by using a post-colonial perspective indicates that early Indonesian literary works like Siti Nurbaya by Marah Rusli (1922) and Salah Asuhan by Abdul Muis (1928) portray the operation of the colonial ideology 37 Pujiharto, "Reorientation of Literary Study: From Indonesian Literature to Literature in Indonesia", Mediterranean Journal of Social Sciences, Vol. 7, No.1, 2016 , p. 293. DOI: 10.5901/mjss.2016 in its effort to keep maintaining its grip on the natives. Instead of portraying anti-colonial attitudes, such novels portray identity crisis and praise for colonialism. Burung-Burung Manyar (1981) by Y.B. Mangunwijaya which was written in pasca colonialism era presents the same crisis. Taking stories produced in those ears may reinforce and challenge the imbedded values of nationalism and patriotism.
The religious function of Literature fluctuates. According to Parker originally, religion penetrated every activity; now, by contrast, it has been removed from one after another of the major human pursuits under complete secular control. When secularism gains its utmost power, and when there is a great tendency that a religious view of life is simply one option amongst others people begin to reconsider the religious function of literature. Harries states:
… in a time of unbelief, it is from literature, from novels, poetry and plays for example, that people derive insights that in previous ages they might have gained from the Bible and those one or two hour sermons, that were often the norm. Approaching the matter from the other end, as it were, because the Bible and sermons are for so many a great switch off, it is when the great Christian truths are expressed in or related to the imaginative world of literature, that not only are our defensive barriers breached, but we can see something of the real depth and richness of Christian truth.
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To be sure, there are some literary works still in the service of religion despite its relative small proportion. 
Planning Activities

Instructional Strategies
There are at least 5 appropriate strategies in reinforcing character building for college students.
Discussion: For students majoring in literature and language art the discussion could be inherently held in classrooms on the given subjects already designated in their curriculum as their specification or in an extra activity designed particularly to discuss certain challenging issues. But for those majoring in other discipline of studies in which there is not subject on literature in their curriculum, the reinforcement of embedded values can be done in extra activities designed particularly to discuss challenging issues found in works of literature.
Debate: Debating can be employed as an instructional strategy wherever the learning material and circumstances are open to opposing points of view. It offers training in argumentation and encourages mature judgment. Debaters learn the value of suspending judgment until both sides are scrutinized, learn appropriate manners and proper behavior in diverse situations; and at the same time it will develop student's courage to stand up and defend their position.
Seminar: It can be done by the student themselves. In turn they become the presenters on certain topics dealing with the given core values. It is also possible to invite the guest speakers such authors or scholars of literature.
Film Appreciation: Film is one of the forms of literature and sometimes films are based on novels. Appreciating Film might be employed as an interesting strategy especially for Students who do not major in literature.
Creative Writing: Hypertext fictions might be used as the source of material and instructional strategy as well. Playing creatively with hypertexts-changing old stories and helping create new ones-can be an enthralling activity. In this respect lecturers might use the model of collaborative hyper fictions as the strategy. Students are encouraged to expand or change the existing stories containing the chosen character traits in accordance with their values.
Materials
The works taken are especially those containing, elaborating and challenging the familiar embedded values. Instructors may provide any genre of literature covering not only great and serious works but also those which categorized as popular ones for students majoring in language and literature. For those majoring in other disciplines; however it is advisable to take the lighter ones. Poems, Short stories and films are preferable to evoke the dynamic discussion.
The following works might be worth considering as the sources. It is possible to find some character traits in a single work: Atheis 
Conclusion
Technology advancement results in the great changing in almost all aspect of life. The shift of values happens inevitably. Character building which is commonly identical to the embedment of core values perceived to be the basis of good character therefore becomes a sustained lifelong effort. It should not be stopped directly after children and adolescents accomplished their study. It should be maintained while they are studying and even after they really engage in real life. The use of literature to sustain character building for college students is worth trying.
The entertaining and always updating as its natural characteristics will enable works of literature to provide various topical materials of the given values which have been embedding since they were young to attract the dynamic discussion amongst advanced grade students from any fields of studies without feeling ignored and under the nurture of the instructors. The universal nature of literature provides much more possibilities to make use of literary works from any countries without being contaminated as well as intimidated by foreign values, instead gaining much more resources for comparison and thus enriching, widening and reinforcing their own character. The wide spectrum of literature covering all aspect of life makes it possible to be applied interdisciplinarily. The dynamically broaden functions of literature ranging from norm-fulfilling to normbreaking and covering variety of perspectives enable it to widden the horizon and develop the dynamics of sustained character building;at the same time it makes it more challenging and acceptable for all fields of studies.
The instructional strategies which are deemed to be appropriate for college students are those which are familiar with the life of mature students such as discussion, debate, seminar, Film appreciation and creative writing by making use of the model of collaborate hypertext fictions.
